
ROADTIME : INTENSE OR CLASSIC
WHICH WATCH BEST DEFINES YOU? 

GTO, new watches and accessories French brand, presents you its model Roadtime. Classic with a light 
unconventional touch, the Roadtime watch stand itself out by its comfort and its uncompromising  
discretion.

THE ROADTIME WATCH : SPORTS AND SINGULAR 

The new brand GTO signs through its model Roadtime a sports watch which 
keep its originality thanks to its inverted setting buttons.

Fine et ergonomic, the Roadtime watch insures a complete adhesion to the 
wrist for a comfort throughout the day.

A WATCH PLEASANT TO EVERYDAY LIFE    

Available in four colors for a varied style, the model Roadtime proposes intense dial colors such as a  
sensational orange filled with dynamism and a royal blue for your prestigious desires. For more  
sober and classic tastes, GTO offers also a dial in an intense black color to express your elegance or a  
satiny white color to illuminate your day outfit.

Its 50 mm diameter offers to the Roadtime watch a wide case for 
a large visibility.
Comfortable thanks to its inverted actions buttons, it is composed 
of a chronograph with rattrapante hand and a sound alarm for the 
management of your meeting in any discretion.

The Roadtime watch defines itself as a real partner on a daily ba-
sis.

A BRAND BETWEEN PASSION AND TRADITION 

GTO is the watchmaking division of the group Flip Technology, which is specialized for more than 30 
years in mandatory on-borad instrumentation.
These watches and accessories brand is born thanks to the passion of its founder, Philippe Gaso.
GTO « watches and accessories » was inspired by a line of legendary cars for the most great pleasure 
of all.

More information on ou website www.gto-time.com/press. 
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